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Formal methods

• Methods so far have been systematic:

– informal notation allows exploration and development

of design ideas, but makes verification difficult

• Formal methods overcome this through a formal spec-

ification language, based on mathematical structures:

– penalty for this is to reduce the level of abstraction

and enforce a greater attention to detail

Lifecycle stage Structured Formal Role
P Requirements analysis XXXX X interaction with users
A Functional spec. XX XXX definition of operations
A Logical design XXXXX architectural decisions
D Component design XXX XX design of components
D Physical design XX XXX blueprints for programmers

Use of formal methods throughout the software lifecycle.



Formal description techniques

• Formal methods, or FDTs, have

1. very powerful representation parts

2. simple process parts

3. few well-established design heuristics

• Compared to conventional design methods, FDTs

– require retraining of designer, manager and customer

– require familiarity with logic and discrete maths

– are not suited to all problems, e.g., HCI, real-time
and parallel systems

– have been adopted by certain industries

– are supported by few CASE tools

– have proved very successful in safety-critical designs



Formal description techniques

• FDTs in current use can be grouped into two categories:

1. Property-based FDTs: the behaviour of a system

is indirectly defined by stating a set of properties that

it must satisfy:

– Algebraic forms for data abstraction

– Axiomatic forms for procedural abstraction

2. Model-based forms: the behaviour of a system is

modelled using structures such as sets, functions,

tuples and sequences (e.g., VDM and Z).



11 Formal methods

• Overview of formal description techniques

• Property-based: states properties system must satisfy

1. Algebraic specification — definitions

2. Axiomatic representation — operations

• Model-based: models system with sets, functions, etc.

1. VDM representation of data

2. VDM representation of operations

3. VDM process & heuristics



11.1 Property-based strategies

• Property-based forms describe what the system should

do, the functional specification in a logical design.

• Representation (algebraic & axiomatic specification)

1. Introduction: specifies the entities, together with

their sort, type or class definition

2. Informal description: describes in English the entity

and the operations performed on it

3. Signature: defines the names of the operations and

their inputs and outputs

4. Axioms: define operations and relations between them



Property-based representation

1. Introduction:

AIRCRAFT TABLE(AIRCRAFT DETAILS)
sort aircraft table
imports integer, aircraft track, aircraft details

• heading identifies the ‘entity’

• ‘sort’ specifies the entity type

• third part specifies how other objects are used:

– imports uses other sorts and their operations,

– enriches creates a new sort that inherits properties

of one sort and then extends them.



2. Informal description:

The aircraft table is used in an Air Traffic Control

System to record the details of sets of aircraft within

the airspace controlled by the system. (These air-

craft may be in flight or on the ground.) The size

of an aircraft table has an upper bound (discovered

by operation size), and individual elements are ac-

cessed via their ‘track number’ (which may actually

be a combination of letters and digits). The oper-

ation create takes the size of the new table as its

parameter, and initialises the value of the table to

Undefined. The operation insert creates a new ta-

ble where the selected element has been assigned a

value, and eval reveals the value of a specified entry

in the table. The operation remove creates a new

table where the entry for the specified element has

been reassigned to a value Undefined.



3. Signature:

• defines external interface of an object — describes

its properties using a set of operations:

(a) inspectors evaluate attributes of the entity sort

— size, eval

(b) constructors create and modify entities

— create, insert, remove

create(integer) → aircraft table

insert(aircraft table, aircraft track, aircraft details) → aircraft table

remove(aircraft table, aircraft track) → aircraft table

size(aircraft table) → integer

eval(aircraft table, aircraft track) → aircraft details



4. Axioms:

• Mathematical notation defines inspection operations
in terms of construction operations.

• Equations are developed to express relationships,
e.g., inspection operations,

– size: related to create, and to insert & remove

– eval: related to create, etc.

• Each axiom shows effect of an inspection operation
that has been modified by a construction operation.

Property-based process

• Algebra: Use of algebra to ensure that set of axioms
are both complete and correct.

• Heuristics: Large systems need plenty of experience to
construct this way.



Axioms for ATC example

size( create(i) ) = i
size( insert(x, n, y) ) = size( x ) + 1
size( remove(x, m) ) = size( x ) - 1
eval( create(i), n) = Undefined

eval( insert(x, n, y), m) =
if m == n

then y
else

then eval( x, m )

eval( remove(x,n), m) =
if m == n

then Undefined
else

then eval( x, m )

where

x is an aircraft table
n is an aircraft track
m is an aircraft track
y are aircraft details
i is an integer



11.1 Summary of property-based strategies

• They provide functional specification in a logical design

• Representation (algebraic & axiomatic specification)

1. Introduction: identifies the entities

2. Informal description: of system and operations

3. Signature: declares operations, inputs and outputs

4. Axioms: define operations and relations between them

• Process

– Algebra: verifies axioms are complete and correct

– Heuristics: use of experience



11.2 Model-based strategies — VDM

• Model-based forms are concerned with how a system

should operate, system blueprints in a physical design.

• Vienna Development Method (VDM)

– developed in IBM’s Vienna research labs in 1970s

– originally to aid definition of programming languages

• Design process involves realisation or ‘reification’



specify the system formally;

prove that the specification is consistent;

REPEAT

refine and decompose the specification (realisation);

prove that realisation satisfies previous iteration

of the specification;

UNTIL the realisation can be implemented as a program;

transform to
program form

refinement
data operation

modelling
correctness

& consistency
check

implementation

implementation−oriented types
specification using

specification of abstract types

The VDM approach to system development.



Model-based representation

• Represented as a specification which defines:

1. abstract data forms and variables that describe the

internal state of the model

2. operations and functions that act on variables, and

may be available externally

• VDM notation:

– OPERATIONS as upper-case italics

– Types as italics with initial capital

– variables as normal text in declarations

– extensions as normal sans-serif text, e.g. -set, -list

– CONSTANTS as upper-case italics

– keywords as bold



1. Data forms

(a) Simple pre-defined types:

i. Int: set of integers;

ii. Nat0: set of natural numbers including zero (i.e.,

infinite range of non-negative integers);

iii. Set: set of scalar values;

e.g.,

Position = {NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST}

(b) Variables defined by their name (identifier) and type:

currentdirection : Position



(c) More-powerful abstract types:

i. Sets & combinations of sets

ii. Lists (sequence or tuple) — ‘hd’ returns head of

list; ‘tl’ returns tail of list; ‘len’ the size; ‘elems’

gives a set containing the elements of the list.

(Set and List types can be created from a basic

type by adding the suffix ‘-set’ or ‘-list’ to the iden-

tifier type.)

iii. Records are made up of one or more different types,

e.g., height, distance and orientation are needed to

describe a turret’s position:

Turret :: height : Nat0
distance : Nat0
orientation : Position



2. Operations

• Predicate logic operators describe state information:

∼ not ⇒ implies
∧ and ∀ for all
∨ or ∃ there exists
≡ is equivalent to ∃! there exists exactly one

• Each operation is structured in three parts:

(a) ext (external) describes parts of state accessed;

keywords rd and wr mean read only and read/write.

(b) pre (precondition) determines the conditions under

which operation is to have an effect.

(c) post (postcondition) shows how variables in state

are modified and output parameters generated.

Variables in initial state marked with prime (′).



VDM specification of Air Traffic Control system

Airspacestate :: inflight : Aircraft-set
onground : Aircraft-set
Aircraft :: callsign : Callsignformat

flightnumber : Flightcode
height : Nat0
distance : Nat0
bearing : Angle
speed : Nat0
direction : Angle

INIT( )
ext wr inflight : Aircraft-set

wr onground : Aircraft-set
post inflight = { }

onground = { }
ENTERSPACE(a : Aircraft)
ext wr inflight : Aircraft-set

rd onground : Aircraft-set
pre a 6∈ inflight ∧ a 6∈ onground
post inflight = inflight’ ∪ {a}
...



LAND(a : Aircraft)
ext wr inflight : Aircraft-set

wr onground : Aircraft-set
pre a 6∈ onground ∧ a ∈ inflight
post inflight = inflight’ − {a}

onground = onground’ ∪ {a}

TAKEOFF(a : Aircraft)
/* same form as for landing */

LEAVESPACE(a : Aircraft)
/* same form as entering airspace */

• Invariants: permanent properties of the system can
be defined within the specification. Any operations
must preserve the invariant properties.

E.g., no aircraft can be on the ground and inflight
at the same time:

inv-State = inflight ∩ onground = {}

• Comments: notes are essential for intelligible VDM.



VDM process

• The formal process consists of repeated elaboration

– adding detail to data structures and operations

– refined model is verified at each stage

• Verification is via formal proof:

– large topic of proof techniques is not covered here

– normally done at each stage of development

– final proof of implementation relatively simple

• VDM heuristics guide:

– choice of data structures

– application of proofs



11 Summary of Formal methods

• Overview of FDTs

• Property-based methods

1. Algebraic specification

2. Axiomatic representation

• Model-based methods

1. VDM representation of data

2. VDM representation of operations

3. VDM process & heuristics

Next time — Design quality. . .


